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CALIFORNIA DRIVERS TEST MADE EASY has been in publication 32 years.Ã‚Â  The 2013

edition has several new laws you may not be familiar with. With a quick read of DMVs California

Driver Handbook it will be current for several years. It has helped thousands make 100% on their

California Class C, Original and Renewal license, and on their Minor's Permit test.Ã‚Â Drivers

applying for any type California driver license will find it helpful. Many called in by DMVs Safety Unit

for reexaminationÃ‚Â  have retained their license, or had it returned to them, after a careful study of

this book. It will fully prepare you for Test Day at DMV: tell you what to bring, what to do and what

NOT to do: what to say, and what Not to say in order to get along with the examiner. Its seven

practice tests will help you learn the answers to any of DMV's several different tests. ItsÃ‚Â  driving

tips will help you drive like a pro on your behind-the-wheel test. You'll learn how to safely make right

and left turns, back up straight, parallel park, do a 3-point turn, park on hills and makeÃ‚Â  safe,

legal stops. It will teach you everything you need to know to pass your test with a high score, and

with a minimum of discomfort. It's all here for you. The secrets to staying in the driver's seat for

many years are shared with you by a former driver examiner, professional driving instructor and

National Safety Council Defensive Driving Course Instructor. OneÃ‚Â reader wrote: "My wife and I

are convinced this is the best book ever written about driving." Another wrote, "I bought it to help my

teen-age son passÃ‚Â  his test. I have been driving for many years but it taught me a lot about

driving that I did not know." The author and publisher are pleased to note that year after yearÃ‚Â 

the book is consistently rated as the number one bestseller of drivers test study guides in

theÃ‚Â U.S.
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"Syman has revised her book to make sure it accurately quotes California law." -- North County

Times, Escondido, CA January 4, 2002

Don't discard this book after you pass your test. It will be current for several years. It may even be

current when you take your next test. DMV laws don't change very often and good driving rules

never change. Rock Kimball's DVD, "Road Test Tips" is an excellent supplement for this book. It is

also available from .com.

My wife and I, at age 75, both passed the exam today with flying colors! Be advised much of the

actual test 'question wording' may be different than in the book, but the answers all matched those

on my test. My biggest praise is toward the California DMV office in Hemet. It was our first visit to a

CA DMV in about 15 years, and I would have rather gone to the dentist before! The new system

was streamlined, and the office was very clean and organized, with friendly workers. We were in

and out in 30 minutes! We filled out our apps. ahead of the appointment day. Our reason for the test

is that we moved to Oklahoma for several years, and just moved back. NOTE: Hemet uses large,

easy to use touch-screens for the test, so it's not easy to go back for unanswered questions. If you

use an iPad or any touch screen computer you'll have no problem.

DAUGHTER READ, DAUGHTER GOT HER PERMIT, EXCELLENT SOURCE OF INFO.

Good reading and makes it easy to pass the written test

So much easier to follow than the droll of the DMV driver handbook.

This product came fast and it wasn't damaged our anything I love the book

I have been a fan of Alice Syman's books for probably 20years now. I even believe in them so much

that I give them out as gifts. Why? Everyone has a fear alone of just going to the DMV. We also

know that they so like to trick us with the wording of many of the questions. So the answers are right



here in this latest edition. It is like a friendly cheat sheet. But also while you study from this book you

see how important it is to truly know the latest changes to the driving codes and more. So for less

than 20.00 you will become fearless and know that when you are in that line....you are the one with

the advantage.Buy it today!

The author must be smiling every time a royalty check comes through the door. I could produce this

myself in a day if I had a copy of the CA DMV handbook (available free online and at the DMV by

the way). The test questions are worded so poorly they are either laughable, grammatically absurd

or logically flawed. Many of the multiple choice questions have numerous correct answers.

Absolutely full of mistakes. The practical advice is basic - take a deep breath and don't make too

much conversation with the examiner. Thanks - amazing insights there... Reading the actual

handbook (did I mention that's free) was infinity more valuable than reading this junk. There are also

practice tests available free online, which read like they were written by adults and aren't logically

flawed. This book is not even worth $1. Sorry for the rant, but this is blatantly just a cynical attempt

to make money from a free handbook and steady supply of anxious learner drivers. Peace.
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